Distribution of interoccurrence times in model of cunning agents
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ABSTRACT

We proposed agent-based model of financial markets, where agents or spinsons are represented by three-state spins
located on the plane lattice (social network). The spin variable in this model represents only the advice that each
spinson gives to his nearest neighbours on the network. One of the consequences of our model assumptions is that the
agents can be considered as cunning. This means that when an agent advise his colleagues to buy some stocks he can
only sell his own stocks, and, conversely, when he advise them to sell their stocks he can only buy, not sell. As a
result, main stylized facts known from real-life markets are already well reproduced by our model [1,2] in particular,
the very recent ones concerning universal distribution of interoccurrence times in the form of the q-exponential [3,4].

Description of the model [1]

Interoccurence times distribution
It has been shown in [3] and [4] that for returns, irrespective of
the asset class and trading period, the distribution PQ(r) of the
interoccurrence times follows a simple q-exponential form:

There are N interacting agents on a square
lattice n  n, represented by spin variable si,
i = 1, ..., N. The value of si is an advice that
i-th agent gives to his nearest neighbors:
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Advice choice formula:
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Fig. 1. Each agent
communicates with his
four nearest neighbors
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It reveals a new type of universality on the financial market. We
were trying to reproduce it in the frame of our model.

,

Model results vs. empirical data

where:
➢ sgn (x) = {1, x > q; 0, −q < x < q; −1, x < −q}.
q
➢ J = J if i, j are the nearest neighbors, and J = 0 otherwise.
ij
ij
➢ ε (t) is a noise.
i
➢ J and λ are the model parameters.
N
1
➢ M (magnetization) is given by M (t)=〈 s 〉=
∑ si (t).

N
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Cunning agents
Advice change, di(t) = si(t) – si(t – 1), indicates an investment
decision: di > 0: „buy”, di = 0: „wait”, di < 0: „sell”.
➢ Agents are cunning: when they communicate positive advice,
they can only sell (because si = 1 can only decrease → di < 0).
➢

Fig. 2. On the left: The distribution function of the interoccurrence times for the
volatility detrended returns of the NASDAQ between 16.03.2004 and 5.06.2006
for time resolutions 1, 2, 10 and 60 min and additionally for daily returns between
1971 and 2010. The data points belong to the mean interoccurrence times RQ = 2;
5; 10; 30 and 70 (in the corresp. units), from bottom to top. The full lines show
the q-exponentials. On the right: reproduction within the frame of our model 3.

Some additional assumptions
We used noise from the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot PDF [2]:
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➢ We set n = 32 and used periodic boundary conditions.
➢ At each time step we drew N = 1024 times a spin to update.
➢ When the system was ordering, we were restarting the
simulation and then we were „sticking” the fragments of
simulation results before and after the restart.
➢
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the empirical
Fig. 4. Comparison between the
distributions of the interoccurence times q-exponentials fitted to the empirical
(shades of gray, points) and the corresp. data (shades of gray, full lines) and to
distributions from our model (colors).
the data from our model (colors).

Returns and interoccurence times

CONCLUSIONS

Price: P(t) = P0 exp(M(t)), P0 = const.
Return after τ steps: xτ(t) = (P(t) – P(t – τ)) / P(t – τ).
We consider interoccurrence times r between returns below some
negative threshold Q. Mean interoccurence time RQ is given by

We made the systematic comparison between the predictions of
our model and the empirical data, obtaining promising
agreement for the mean interoccurence times RQ = 5, 10, 30
and 70. For RQ = 2 there are some inaccuracies that probably
originate from the finite size of our network. Nevertheless (to
good approximation) the universality mentioned above is
obtained in the frame of our model on the numerical way.
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=∫ D(r )dr , where D(r) is return distribution.
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